
FlexTop 170
Quality laptop stand with a welcome

price.

The FlexTop 170 is a laptop stand for the entry level and is
designed specifically for the use in areas such as the home

office or office.

Position lightweight laptops up to 16 inches, tablets and mobile
screens on it.

Adjust your laptop screen to the correct height, angle, and distance so that you
automatically adopt an ergonomically correct posture.

1. Distance between your eyes and the screen should be 50-80 cm
(approximately an arm length), depending on monitor size and resolution.
Adjust the distance of your screen.

2. The angle of your line of vision to the middle of the screen should be
approximately -35°, so also adjust the height of your screen.

Legal requirements: The laptop is not suitable for longer use without external
devices.

Quality laptop stand with a welcome price

The flexible height adjustment strap ensures an easy and quick installation of

your laptop in one of the seven heights. The Anti-slip feet for a secure stand

and a foam lining to protect your device from scratches complete the features

of the FlexTop 170. Adjust your laptop screen to the optimum height and

viewing angle with the FlexTop 170. More visual comfort, a better posture, and

the best comfort for you when you are working on the computer.

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.co.uk/laptop-stands/flextop-170/


Advantages of the FlexTop 170

Easy setup.
The FlexTop 170 can be easily unfolded. Simply
loosen the flexible height adjustment strap
from the magnetic lock at the bottom. Then
choose one of the seven heights and set your
personal optimal height.

More comfort in a healthy posture.
With the FlexTop 170 you get your screen to
the right height, angle, and distance. You
prevent unnecessary bending of your neck and
back "into your screen".

Ideal height.
In the twinkling of an eye, you can bring up your
laptop screen to a comfortable eye level, take
the strain off your neck and work pain-free.

Made of high-quality material with an
exclusive look.
The FlexTop170 is made of unique aluminium
sandwich material and has a light weight of just
187 g. This sandwich material is also used in the
automotive industry.

Optimal for your mobile work.
The FlexTop 170 is ideal for your mobile screen
work e.g., when you are working in the home
office or during a meeting in the office, simply
anywhere, where an even surface is
guaranteed.

Sustainable
With the included environmentally friendly
protective sleeve, the laptop stand is protected,
and a long lifetime is guaranteed.

Knowledge Center

The laptop: now indispensible for office life as we know
it. With work locations becoming ever more flexible,
the laptop is an essential tool for working at home, at
the office or on the move...

Specifications

Width 206 mm

Height 6.5 mm

Depth 277 mm

Weight 187 gr

Product code: BNEFT170DG
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Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.co.uk/knowledge-center/whitepaper-can-you-work-comfortably-with-a-laptop/

